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Description
When a page is restricted by permissions, this page cannot be exported to pdf using the pdf icon.
The result is a pdf that contains the message "You do not have the permission to view that page....".
The reason for that is that the pdf export contains NO mechanism to pass the authentication of the
logged-in user to the pdf tool. So the pdf tool (i.e. wkhtml2pdf) calls the page in question as an unauthenticated user.
Update:
Main issue ﬁxed. Restricted pages require token authentication enabled to be exported to pdf.
Feature: "auth_token_access".
Note: If the page acts as a template for tracker input - access is still debied. This might be an issue
with the "auth_token_access" feature itself and should be a new bug report bc it might eﬀect other

areas as well.
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Xavier de Pedro 21 Jan 15 13:48 GMT-0000
Hi Wolfgang - it seems as if this one may not be a real blocker of general application
or security failure, isn't it?

WolfgangA 21 Jan 15 17:36 GMT-0000
Well i considered this a blocker because:
- Exporting a page to pdf is something basic i guess people would expect.
- Having restricted content based on permission is also something basic.
Thats why i put it as blocker.
Well i ﬁxed it and commited: see r53597 in trunk

Xavier de Pedro 23 Jan 15 11:58 GMT-0000
Hi Wolfgang. I couldn't test it myself (no time unlickily), but I guess
you did. Is this ﬁx suitable for Tiki 13 and, specially, Tiki 12 LTS?

If so, I would suggest (kindly request) to have it backported, once
someone conﬁrms that the ﬁx applies also to the previous two
branches.
Thanks for your work!
Xavi
P.S. Willing that "token access" system is debugged, because it's
needed... See:
http://dev.tiki.org/Token+Access
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